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sophocles’ antigone - assets - sophocles’ antigone sophocles ... 978-0-521-13478-1 - sophocles antigone: a
new translation translated and edited by diane j. rayor frontmatter ... antigone makes it highly adaptable to
modern ethical dilemmas and political situations.1 greek tragedy festival to dionysos sophocles antigone
442 bc translator's note - sophocles antigone 442 bc translator's note this translation by ian johnston of
malaspina university-college, nanaimo, bc, note that in this translation the numbers in square brackets refer to
the greek text, and the "antigone" by sophocles - aspen institute - created date: 1/22/2008 11:55:56 am
sophocles antigone - assets - 978-0-521-01073-3 - sophocles: antigone david franklin and john harrison
frontmatter ... immediacy of modern english. the notes are designed for students of classical civilisation and
drama, and indeed anyone who is interested in theatre. ... antigone, like many greek tragedies, is set in
thebes. the early history sophocles, ruby blondell - zppdf.ijoy365 - sophocles, ruby blondell the theban
plays: antigone, king oidipous and oidipous at colonus (focus classical library) ... like it requires the greek
literature, from his finely delineated characters she ... performed in oedipus at dionysia. iocasta jocasta
modern typographical conventions of defense. antigone ant 1261 and antigone king for ... antigone bartholomew consolidated school corporation ... - antigone is above all a story told to an audience. my
primary goal in this adaptation was to tell that story with clarity, immediacy and ... there are considerable
uncertainties in the original greek text (who really said that line? what was the original meaning of that word?)
and a translator/adaptor is forced to make choices and as- ... antigone sept 21 version - cpb-use1.wpmucdn - end. mind you, antigone doesn't know all these things about herself. i know them because it is
my business to know them. that's what a greek chorus is for. all that she knows is that creon won't allow her
dead brother to be buried; and that despite creon, she must bury him. antigone doesn't think, she acts, she
doesn't "reason," she feels. and from sophocles' antigone introduction, translation, and notes ... sophocles is the playwright of heroism, and antigone the first female character in drama to be a hero in the full
sense of the word. she is the first conscientious objector. the play is often performed as veiled criticism of the
government prevailing at the time to show that something is rotten in that particular state. ruby blondell:
curriculum vitae (4/13) - ruby blondell: curriculum vitae (4/13) department of classics university of
washington box 353110 ... ancient mediterranean women in modern mass media = helios 32.2 (2005); edited,
with an introduction (with mary-kay gamel) ... sophocles’ antigone, translated with introduction, notes and
interpretive essay (focus classical library ... the three theban plays: antigone; oedipus the king ... - the
thebans , sophocles, 1992, antigone (greek mythology), 60 pages. . sophocles: oedipus rex , sophocles, jul 27,
2006, drama, 214 pages. revised edition of the ... all featuring female protagonists - in modern, muchperformed translations by marianne mcdonald, kenneth mcleish. ... the three theban plays: antigone; oedipus
the king; oedipus at ... modern performance and adaptation of greek tragedy - modern performance and
adaptation of greek tragedy helene p. foley barnard college, columbia university ... an alaskan yup’ik antigone
that toured europe in ... translated in modern china, perhaps due to the heroic resistance of its divine hero to a
. antigone - st. francis preparatory school - based on sophocles' anouilh also follows greek tragedy in
employ- ... alleled the activities of members of the french seeing the events against the modern backdrop . ...
antigone is seen with, in turn, her nurse, her sis- the staging of . antigone . is stark. its scenery ter, ismene,
and her fiance, haemon. antigone (hackett classics) pdf - book library - speak. antigone's words on the
gods' unwritten laws keep close to the greek and yet would be authentic for a modern speaker. . . . woodruff's
introduction is a strong, clear, and clever blend of basic traditional information (to those who know greek
tragedy) and fresh insights. . .
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